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Mary Jo Bitner

The
Servicescapes:
Impact of
on
Physical Surroundings
Customers and
Employees
A typology of service organizations is presented and a conceptual framework is advanced for exploring
the impact of physical surroundings on the behaviors of both customers and employees. The ability of
the physical surroundings to facilitate achievement of organizational as well as marketing goals is explored. Literature from diverse disciplines provides theoretical grounding for the framework, which serves
as a base for focused propositions. By examining the multiple strategic roles that physical surroundings
can exert in service organizations, the author highlights key managerial and research implications.

effect of atmospherics, or physical design and
decor elements, on consumers and workers is recognized by managers and mentioned in virtually all
marketing, retailing, and organizational behavior texts.
Yet, particularly in marketing, there is a surprising
lack of empirical research or theoretically based
frameworks addressing the role of physical surroundings in consumption settings. Managers continually
plan, build, change, and control an organization's
physical surroundings, but frequently the impact of a
specific design or design change on ultimate users of
the facility is not fully understood.
The ability of the physical environment to influence behaviors and to create an image is particularly
apparent for service businesses such as hotels, restaurants, professional offices, banks, retail stores, and
hospitals (Baker 1987; Bitner 1986; Booms and Bitner
1982; Kotler 1973; Shostack 1977; Upah and Fulton
1985; Zeithaml, Parasuraman, and Berry 1985). Be-
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cause the service generally is produced and consumed
simultaneously, the consumer is "in the factory," often
experiencing the total service within the firm's physical facility. The factory (or the place where the service is produced) cannot be hidden and may in fact
have a strong impact on customers' perceptions of the
service experience. Even before purchase, consumers
commonly look for cues about the firm's capabilities
and quality (Berry and Clark 1986; Shostack 1977).
The physical environment is rich in such cues (Rapoport 1982) and may be very influential in communicating the firm's image and purpose to its customers. Research suggests that the physical setting may
also influence the customer's ultimate satisfaction with
the service (Bitner 1990; Harrell, Hutt, and Anderson
1980).
Interestingly, in service organizations the same
physical setting that communicates with and influences customers may affect employees of the firm
(Baker, Berry, and Parasuraman 1988). Research in
organizational behavior suggests that the physical setting can influence employee satisfaction, productivity, and motivation (e.g., Becker 1981; Davis 1984;
Steele 1986; Sundstrom and Altman 1989; Sundstrom
and Sundstrom 1986; Wineman 1986). The customer
is left out of that research stream, however, just as
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the employee typically is ignored in the limited atmosphericsresearchin marketing(e.g., Donovan and
Rossiter 1982; Kotler 1973; Milliman 1982, 1986).
Forexample,in the Millimanexperiments,music tempo
was varied and the effect on a variety of consumer
behaviorswas measured;however, the effects on employee satisfaction and productivity were not explored. Because services generally are purchasedand
consumedsimultaneously,and typically requiredirect
humancontact, customersand employees interactwith
each other within the organization'sphysical facility.
Ideally, therefore, the organization's environment
should supportthe needs and preferencesof both service employees and customers simultaneously.
The purpose of this article to take a first step toward integratingtheories and empiricalfindings from
diversedisciplinesinto a frameworkthatdescribeshow
the built environment (i.e., the manmade, physical
surroundingsas opposed to the naturalor social environment), or what is referredto here as the "servicescape," affects both consumersand employees in
service organizations.First, a typology of service organizations is presented that illuminates important
variationsin form and usage of the servicescape.Next,
a conceptual frameworkis offered for explaining environment-userrelationshipsin service organizations,
and specific researchpropositionsare advanced. The
frameworkis anchoredin the environmentalpsychology research traditionand also draws together relevant literaturein marketing,organizationalbehavior,
humanfactors/ergonomics, and architecture.Finally,
the linkages between the service organizationtypology and the frameworkare examined, and key managerial and researchimplicationsare discussed.

A Typology of Servicescapes
"The way the physical setting is created in organizations has barely been tapped as a tangible organizational resource" (Becker 1981, p. 130). Management of the physical setting typically is viewed as
tangential in comparison with other organizational
variables that can motivate employees, such as pay
scales, promotions, benefits, and supervisory relationships. Similarly, on the consumer side, variables
such as pricing, advertising,added features, and special promotions are given much more attention than
the physical setting as ways in which customers can
be attractedto and/or satisfied by a firm's services.
A clear implicationof the model presentedhere is that
the physical setting can aid or hinderthe accomplishment of both internalorganizationalgoals and external marketinggoals.
As is true of any organizationalor marketingvariable, the importanceof physical setting depends on
the natureof the job and the natureof the consump-
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tion experience. The position advancedhere is thatthe
physical surroundingsare, in general, more important
in service settings because customers as well as employees often experiencethe firm's facility. However,
not all service firms and industriesare alike (Lovelock
1983; Schmenner 1986), nor do they face the same
strategic issues in planning and designing their servicescapes. Figure 1 is a typology categorizing service organizationson two dimensionsthat captureimportant differences in the management of the
servicescape. Firms that share a cell within the matrix
face similar issues relatedto the design of their physical spaces.
The vertical dimension relates to who is performing actions within the servicescape-the customer, or
the employee, or both. One extreme is representedby
the "self-service" organization in which few if any
employees are present and the level of customer activity is high. At the otherextremeis the "remoteservice" where there is little or no customerinvolvement
in the servicescape and sometimes even little employee involvement, such as in fully automatedvoicemessaging services. Note from Figure 1 that "interpersonalservices" are positioned between the two extremes. In those organizations, both customers and
employees are present and performingactions within
the servicescape. The relative level of involvementof
customers and employees determines whose needs
should be consulted in the design of the environment.
In interpersonalservicescapes, special consideration
must be given to the effects of the physical environment on the natureand qualityof the social interaction

between and among customers and employees.

Whethercustomers, employees, or both are present within the servicescape also determinesthe types
of objectivesa firm mightexpect to accomplishthrough
use of its physical environment. In self-service settings, the creative use of physical design could support particularpositioningand segmentationstrategies
and enhance specific marketing objectives, such as
customer satisfaction and attraction.At the other extreme, for remote services, organizationalobjectives
such as employee satisfaction, motivation, and operational efficiency could be the primarygoals in physical setting design, because few customerswould ever
see or experience the firm's physical setting. For interpersonalservices, both organizationaland marketing objectives could potentially be targeted through
careful design of the servicescape. Even marketing
goals such as relationshipbuilding (Crosby, Evans,
and Cowles 1990) could be influenced by the design
of the physical setting.
The horizontaldimension of Figure 1 capturesthe
complexity of the servicescape. Some service environments are very simple, with few elements, few
spaces, and few forms. They are termed "lean" en-

FIGURE 1
Typology of Service Organizations Based on Variations in Form and Usage of the Servicescape
Types of Service Organizations Based on
Who Performs Actions Within the
Physical Complexity of the Servicescape
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vironments. Ticketron outlets and Federal Express
dropoff kiosks would qualify as lean environments, as
both provide service from one simple structure. For
lean servicescapes, design decisions are relatively
straightforward, especially in self-service or remote
service situations in which there is no interaction between customers and employees. Other servicescapes
are very complicated, with many elements and many
forms. They are termed "elaborate"environments. An
example is a hospital with its many floors, rooms, sophisticated equipment, and complex variability in
functions performed within the physical facility. In such
an elaborate environment, the full range of marketing
and organizational objectives theoretically can be approached through careful management of the servicescape. For example, a patient's hospital room can be
designed to enhance patient comfort and satisfaction
while simultaneously facilitating employee productivity. Figure 1 suggests that firms such as hospitals that
are positioned in the elaborate interpersonal service
cell face the most complex servicescape decisions.

by both customers and employees and that both groups
may respond cognitively, emotionally, and physiologically to the environment. Those internal responses to
the environment influence the behavior of individual
customers and employees in the servicescape and affect social interactions between and among customers
and employees. Though the model shares similarities
with other models (e.g., Mehrabian and Russell 1974),
it is unique in its breadth of synthesis (for example,
Mehrabian and Russell focus on emotional responses
only), the incorporation of both customers and employees and their interactions, and its application to
commercial settings. In the following sections, each
of the components of the framework is defined and
developed. Attention centers first on the behaviors that
may be influenced by the servicescape and then on
the internal responses and the controllable dimensions
that constitute the servicescape. Propositions based on
the framework are highlighted, and implications for
firms within specific cells of the service typology are
discussed.

Conceptual Framework

Behaviors in the Servicescape

Though the typology in Figure 1 highlights the relative complexity of environmental decisions across different types of service organizations, it does not explain what behaviors are influenced, or why, or how
one would go about planning and designing an environment to achieve particular objectives. Figure 2 is
a rich framework for addressing those questions and
for exploring the role of physical environment in service organizations. The framework suggests that a variety of objective environmental factors are perceived

That human behavior is influenced by the physical
setting in which it occurs is essentially a truism. Interestingly, however, until the 1960s psychologists
largely ignored the effects of physical setting in their
attempts to predict and explain behavior. Since that
time, a large and steadily growing body of literature
within the field of environmental psychology has addressed the relationships between human beings and
their built environments (for reviews of environmental
psychology, see Darley and Gilbert 1985; Holahan
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Framework for Understanding

FIGURE 2
Environment-User Relationships
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1986; Russell and Ward 1982; Stokols and Altman
1987).' Here it is assumed that dimensions of the organization's physical surroundings influence important customer and employee behaviors. The types of
behaviors that are influenced are identified and discussed next.
Individual Behaviors
Environmental psychologists suggest that individuals
react to places with two general, and opposite, forms
of behavior: approach and avoidance (Mehrabian and
Russell 1974). Approach behaviors include all positive behaviors that might be directed at a particular
place, such as desire to stay, explore, work, and affiliate (Mehrabian and Russell 1974). Avoidance be'Research on the built environment is only one aspect of environmental psychology. The field also encompasses the study of human
beings and their relationships with the naturaland social environment.
What distinguishes environmental psychology from other areas of inquiry is its concern "with the reciprocal and interactive influences that
take place between the thinking and behavior of an organism and the
environment surrounding that organism" (Darley and Gilbert 1985, p.
949).
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haviors reflect the opposite, in other words, a desire
not to stay, explore, work, and affiliate. In a study of
consumers in retail environments, Donovan and Rossiter (1982) found that approach behaviors in that setting (including shopping enjoyment, returning, attraction and friendliness toward others, spending money,
time spent browsing, and exploration of the store) were
influenced by perceptions of the environment. Milliman (1982, 1986) found that the tempo of background
music can affect traffic flow and gross receipts in both
supermarket and restaurant settings. In actual service
settings, examples of environmental cues being used
to change behavior are abundant. At one 7-11 store,
the owners played "elevator music" to drive away a
youthful market segment that was detracting from the
store's image. Cinnamon roll bakeries commonly pump
the wonderful fragrance of their freshly baked products out into mall traffic areas to entice customers into
the store.
In addition to attracting or deterring entry, the servicescape can actually influence the degree of success

consumers experience in executing their plans once
inside (Darley and Gilbert 1985; Russell and Snodgrass 1987). Each individual comes to a particular service organization with a goal or purpose that may be
aided or hindered by the setting. For example, assume
that a traveler enters an airport and (1) is confused
because he or she cannot find signage giving directions to the assigned gate and (2) is emotionally distressed because of crowds, poor acoustics, and high
temperature. The traveler is unable to carry out the
purpose for entering the environment, at least not very
easily. Here the servicescape directly inhibits the accomplishment of the customer's goal. Similarly,
physical surroundings and conditions could constrain
an employee's ability to do his or her work and thereby
detract from the purpose for being in the servicescape.
Clearly, firms want to encourage approach behaviors and the ability of customers and employees to carry
out their plans while at the same time discouraging
avoidance behaviors. As Figure 2 shows, the approach/avoidance behaviors of employees and customers are determined largely by individual internal
responses (cognitive, emotional, and physiological) to
the environment. The three types of internal responses
are discussed in greater detail subsequently. The basic
assumption is that positive (negative) internal responses lead to approach (avoidance) behaviors.
P,: Positive (negative) internal responses to the servicescape lead to approach (avoidance) behaviors.
a. For employees, approach includes such behaviors
as affiliation, exploration, staying longer, expressions of commitment, and carrying out the purpose
for being in the organization. Avoidance is represented by the opposite behaviors.
b. For customers, approach includes such behaviors
as coming in, staying, spending money, loyalty,
and carrying out the purpose for being in the organization. Avoidance is represented by the opposite behaviors.

Social Interactions
In addition to its effects on their individual behaviors,
the servicescape influences the nature and quality of
customer and employee interactions, most directly in
interpersonal services. Bennett and Bennett (1970) state
that "all social interaction is affected by the physical
container in which it occurs." They go on to suggest
that the physical container affects the nature of social
interaction in terms of the duration of interaction and
the actual progression of events. In many service situations, a firm may want to ensure a particular progression of events (i.e., a "standard script") and limit
the duration of the service. Forgas (1979) suggests that
environmental variables such as propinquity, seating
arrangements, size, and flexibility can define the possibilities and limits of social episodes, such as those
between and among customers and employees. He also

suggests that physical environments represent a subset
of social rules, conventions, and expectations in force
in a given behavior setting, serving to define the nature of social interaction. In developing the concept
of behavior settings, Barker (1968) implies that recurring social behavior patterns are associated with
particular physical settings and that when people encounter typical settings, their social behaviors can be
predicted.
Empirical studies confirm the impact of physical
setting on the nature of social interaction. Behaviors
such as small group interaction, friendship formation,
participation, aggression, withdrawal, and helping have
all been shown to be influenced by environmental
conditions (Holahan 1982). Similarly, in studies of
workplace design, researchers have found that communication patterns, group cohesion, and the formation of friendships and small groups can be influenced
by the physical setting (Sundstrom and Sundstrom 1986,
Part III). By implication, those findings suggest that
the servicescape influences the nature of social interactions between and among customers and employees.
Examples are again abundant in actual service settings. Even casual observation of a Club Med facility
confirms that the highly complex setting is designed
to encourage social interaction among and between
guests and employees. Seating arrangements and the
food preparation process at Benihana restaurants similarly encourage interactions among total strangers, as
well as contact between patrons and the Japanese chef
who prepares their meals in full view. In most airports, in contrast, research suggests that the arrangement of seating typically discourages comfortable
conversation among travelers and their companions
(Sommer 1974).
One of the challenges in designing environments
to enhance individual approach behaviors and encourage the appropriate social interactions is that optimal design for one person or group may not be the
optimal design for others. Research in a bank setting
suggests, for example, that employees and customers
have different needs and desires for their physical surroundings (Baker, Berry, and Parasuraman 1988).
Similarly, an environment that is conducive to an employee's individual work needs may not enhance the
employee's ability to converse and interact interpersonally with customers.
P2: For interpersonal services, positive (negative) internal
responses to the servicescape enhance (detract from)
the nature and quality of social interactions between
and among customers and employees.
P3: Optimal design for encouraging employee (customer)
approach behavior may be incompatible with the design required to meet customer (employee) needs and/
or facilitate positive employee-customer interactions.
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Service Topology and Behavior
The research tradition in environmental psychology
strongly suggests that the physical environment can
influence behaviors in several ways. Therefore the first
step in the purposeful design of the servicescape is to
identify desirable customer and/or employee behaviors and the strategic goals that the organization hopes
to advance through its physical facility. For example,
in designing their corporate headquarters offices,
Scandinavian Airline Systems first identified particular goals that it wanted to achieve, among them
teamwork and open and frequent communication among
managers. The employee behaviors associated with
those goals were identified and architects were commissioned to propose designs that would be conducive
to the behaviors and ultimately support the strategic
goals.
The typology (Figure 1) provides a structure for
isolating the relevant behavioral issues. Self-service
firms will be most interested in predicting and understanding customer behaviors (e.g., coming in, exploration, staying) in the physical setting and the potential achievement of marketing objectives such as
customer attraction, satisfaction, and retention. In
contrast, firms that operate remote services will focus
on employee behaviors (e.g., productivity, affiliation
with coworkers) and the achievement of organizational goals such as teamwork, productivity, and innovation. Organizations that are positioned in the interpersonal service cell will be concerned with both
customer and employee behaviors, as well as the effects of physical setting on the interactions between
and among customers and employees. There the strategist must understand the plans and goals of all participants and anticipate compatibility dilemmas in designing the servicescape. Once behaviors most likely
to be influenced by the servicescape are identified,
challenging questions emerge: What internal responses (e.g., feelings, beliefs) will lead to the desired behaviors and how should the environment be
configured to bring about such responses? The next
two sections address those questions.

Internal Responses to the
Servicescape
One can infer from the environmental psychology literature that employees and customers in service firms
respond to dimensions of their physical surroundings
cognitively, emotionally, and physiologically, and that
those responses are what influence their behaviors in
the environment. Hence, the perceived servicescape
does not directly cause people to behave in certain
ways. As Figure 2 shows, perceptions of the servicescape lead to certain emotions, beliefs, and physio-
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logical sensations which in turn influence behaviors.
Behaviors are thus mediated by a person's internal responses to the place. Though the internal responses
(cognitive, emotional, and physiological) are discussed independently here, they are clearly interdependent. For example, a person's beliefs about a place,
a cognitive response, may well influence emotional
response to the place and vice versa.
Environment and Cognition
As shown in Figure 2, the perceived servicescape may
elicit cognitive responses (Golledge 1987; Kaplan and
Kaplan 1982; Rapoport 1982), influencing people's
beliefs about a place and their beliefs about the people
and products found in that place. In that sense, the
environment can be viewed as a form of nonverbal
communication (Broadbent, Bunt, and Jencks 1980;
Rapoport 1982), imparting meaning through what
Ruesch and Kees (1956) called "object language." For
example, particularenvironmental cues such as the type
of office furniture and decor and the apparel worn by
a lawyer may influence a potential client's beliefs about
whether the lawyer is successful or not successful, expensive or not expensive, and trustworthy or not trustworthy. In a consumer study, variations in verbal descriptions of store atmospherics were found to alter
beliefs about a product (perfume) sold in the store
(Gardner and Siomkos 1986). Another study showed
that a travel agent's office decor affected customer attributions for the travel agent's behavior (Bitner 1990).
Variations in environmental cues may also affect employees' beliefs. For example, office size and type of
furnishings may affect an employee's beliefs about the
importance of his or her function within the firm in
relation to other employees. In all of those cases, perceptions of the servicescape influence beliefs about
the environment itself, but also appear to affect beliefs
about other, seemingly unrelated, service attributes.
In other cases, perceptions of the servicescape may
simply help people to distinguish a firm by influencing how it is categorized. Categorization is the process by which people assign a label to an object; when
people see a feathered animal flying through the air,
they categorize it as a "bird" and not a "fish" (Loken
and Ward 1990; Mervis and Rosch 1981). Similarly,
the overall perception of the servicescape enables the
consumer or employee to categorize the firm mentally. For example, research shows that in the restaurant industry a particular configuration of environmental cues suggests "fast food" whereas another
configuration suggests "elegant sit-down restaurant"
(Ward, Bitner, and Barnes 1992). In such situations,
environmental cues serve as a mnemonic or shortcut
device enabling customers to categorize and distinguish among types of restaurants.
Because services are relatively intangible in com-

parison with most manufactured goods (Shostack 1977)
and because many services are high in experience and
credence attributes (Zeithaml 1981), they generally
afford fewer intrinsic cues on which to form beliefs
about service quality, particularly in initial purchase
situations. Hence, in such situations consumers and
employees tend to use extrinsic cues (such as the
physical surroundings) to infer quality (Zeithaml 1988).
In other words, people may use their beliefs about the
servicescape as surrogate indicators in forming beliefs
about service quality and other attributes of the service and/or the people who work in the organization.
P4: Perceptions of the servicescape and associated positive

(negative) cognitions can lead to positive (negative)
beliefs and attributions associated with the organization, its people, and its products.
P5: Perceptions of the servicescape influence how people
categorize the organization;thus, the environmentserves
as a mnemonic in differentiating among firms.
P6: The servicescape's influence on beliefs, attributions,
and categorization of the organization is stronger for
inexperienced customers or new employees, and when
few intrinsic cues are available on which to categorize
or base beliefs.

Environment

and Emotion

In addition to influencing cognitions, the perceived
servicescape may elicit emotional responses that in turn
influence behaviors. In a long stream of research,
Mehrabian and Russell and their colleagues have programmatically explored emotional responses to environments (e.g., Mehrabian and Russell 1974; Russell
and Lanius 1984; Russell and Pratt 1980; Russell and
Snodgrass 1987). Through their research they have
concluded that the emotion-eliciting qualities of environments are captured by two dimensions: pleasure-displeasure and degree of arousal (i.e., amount
of stimulation or excitement). In other words, any environment, whether natural or manmade, can be located in a two-dimensional space reflecting peoples'
emotional response to the place. Research shows that
emotional response measured on those dimensions can
predict behaviors with respect to the environment. For
example, environments that elicit feelings of pleasure
are likely to be ones where people want to spend time
and money (Donovan anud Rossiter 1982; Mehrabian
and Russell 1974), whereas unpleasant environments
are avoided. Similarly, arousing environments are
viewed positively unless the excitement is combined
with unpleasantness (Mehrabian and Russell 1974).
That is, unpleasant environments that are also high in
arousal (lots of stimulation, noise, confusion) are particularly avoided. Hui and Bateson (1991) found that
in the context of environmental crowding, increased
perceptions of personal control are related positively
to increased pleasure. Other environmental dimensions (e.g., clear signage, good ventilation, adequate

space) may also increase perceptions of personal control.
Research also suggests that emotional responses to
the environment may be transferred to people and/or
objects within the environment (Maslow and Mintz
1956; Mintz 1956; Obermiller and Bitner 1984). In
the Obermiller and Bitner study, respondents who
viewed retail products in an emotionally pleasing environment evaluated the products more positively than
did subjects who viewed the same products in an unpleasing environment. Hence, perceptions of the servicescape appear to have influenced seemingly unrelated feelings about the products.
Other researchers also have emphasized the emotion-eliciting or affective qualities of environments,
suggesting that environments can be viewed as aesthetic stimuli capable of eliciting affect (Wohlwill
1976). In his work aimed at explaining the affective
assessment of outdoor environments, Kaplan (1987)
concluded that preference for or liking of a particular
environment can be predicted by three environmental
dimensions: complexity, mystery, and coherence.
Complexity (visual richness, ornamentation, information rate) has been found consistently to increase
emotional arousal, whereas coherence (order, clarity,
unity) has been found to enhance positive evaluation
(Nasar 1989). In addition, compatibility has been found
to influence perceptions of order, and preference has
been found to increase with compatibility (Nasar 1987).
Compatibility in natural settings refers to how well a
place blends in with its surroundings and is related
inversely to contrasts (in color, texture, size, and shape)
with the natural background; in urban settings compatibility results from replication of features such as
materials, style, and overall shapes (Nasar 1989). Other
research has shown that people respond positively to
nature and prefer natural to manmade elements (Kaplan and Kaplan 1982), whereas the presence of what
Nasar (1989) terms environmental "nuisances" has been
found to reduce preference and perceptions of quality
in urban settings. In urban settings such things as poles,
wires, signs, and dilapidated buildings and vehicles
are classified as nuisances. Research is needed to define the cues that would determine compatibility and
the objects that would be classified as nuisances in
service settings.
Customer and employee emotional responses to the
servicescape can be captured by two dimensions,
pleasure and arousal.
a. Pleasure increases approach behaviors.
b. Arousal, except when combined with unpleasantness, increases approach behaviors.
P8: Perceptions of greater personal control in the servicescape increase pleasure.
P9: Complexity in the servicescape increases emotional
arousal.
P,I: Compatibility, the presence of natural elements, and
P7:
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the absence of environmental "nuisances" in the
servicescape enhance pleasure.
P1: Perceptions of the servicescape and associated positive (negative) emotions can lead to positive (negative) feelings associated with the organization, its
people, and its products.

Environment

and Physiology

The perceived servicescape may also affect people in
purely physiological ways. Noise that is too loud may
cause physical discomfort, the temperature of a room
may cause people to shiver or perspire, the air quality
may make it difficult to breathe, and the glare of lighting may decrease ability to see and cause physical pain.
All of those physical responses may in turn directly
influence whether or not people stay in and enjoy a
particular environment. For example, it is well known
that the relative comfort of seating in a restaurant influences how long people stay. When they become
uncomfortable (subconsciously or consciously) sitting
on a hard surface in a fast food restaurant, most people leave within a predictable period of time. Similarly, environmental design and related physiological
responses affect whether a person can perform his or
her job function (e.g., Riley and Cochran 1984).
A vast amount of research in engineering and design has addressed human physiological responses to
ambient conditions as well as physiological responses
to equipment design (Bennett 1977; Oborne 1987;
Sanders and McCormick 1987). Such research fits under the rubric of human factors design or ergonomics.
Human factors research systematically applies relevant information about human capabilities and limitations to the design of things and procedures people
use. The primary focus and application of the research
has been within the military, in space programs, and
in the design of computers, automobiles, and employee work stations. Such research has great potential for application in the design of commercial environments, taking into account the effects of design
on both customers and employees who coexist and interact in the environment.
In addition to directly affecting behavior, physiological responses may influence seemingly unrelated
beliefs and feelings about the place and the people
there. Research has shown that when people are physically uncomfortable because of ambient temperature,
their affective response to strangers is less positive than
when they are physically comfortable (Griffitt 1970).
Mehrabian and Russell (1974, ch. 4) review numerous studies of emotional

reactions to sensory stimuli

such as color, thermal conditions, light intensity, sound,
and odors.
P,2: Positive (negative) physiological responses to the servicescape can result in positive (negative) beliefs and
feelings associated with the organization, its people,
105and its products.
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Service Typology and Internal Responses
Combining the typology of servicescapes (Figure 1)
with the conceptual understanding of the internal responses of customers and employees leads to insights
for designing and managing the servicescape. For example, a self-service firm that wants to enhance customer approach behaviors such as attraction and staying longer can assess the environmental dimensions
or cues that may elicit particular cognitive, emotional,
or physiological responses. Attraction would most likely
be facilitated by positive cognitive and emotional responses to the firm's exterior, whereas staying would
depend more on positive emotional and physiological
responses to the organization's interior space. In measuring the emotion-eliciting qualities of a particular
servicescape, attention might be given to emotional
dimensions identified by Mehrabian and Russell
(pleasure-displeasure and degree of arousal) as well
as to perceptions of control (Hui and Bateson 1991).
For interpersonal services, an effective servicescape design anticipates the likely responses of employees and customers to environmental conditions and
creates the proper setting for the service encounter. In
such cases, several goals and behaviors will be identified for both customers and employees as well as for
their interactions. The desired behaviors then can be
linked directly to their internal response counterparts.
For example, what type of emotional response on the
part of customers will be needed to encourage them
to interact comfortably with each other as in the case
of a Club Med? Or, in the case of a hospital, what
beliefs, emotions, and physiological responses will
encourage patients to get up and walk around the facility if that is a desired behavior for their recovery?
Because elaborate services (e.g., banks, hospitals,
restaurants) consist of many forms and spaces, planning for compatibility and coherence is a particularly
challenging task. In lean environments, coherence
would be easier to achieve and measure and nuisances
easier to identify and eliminate. Similarly, enhancing
personal control is more straightforward in remote and
self-service firms than in interpersonal service firms,
where giving a sense of control to both employees and
customers simultaneously may be difficult.

Response Moderators
In general, people respond to environments in the ways
described here-cognitively,
emotionally, physiologtheir responses influence how they beically-and
have in the environment. As with all behavioral relationships, however, the strength and direction of the
relation between variables is moderated by personal
and situational factors. Here, and in Figure 2, those
factors are referred to as "response moderators."
Studies have shown that individual personality traits

can influence a person's reaction to his or her physical
surroundings (Mehrabian and Russell 1974; Russell
and Snodgrass 1987). Arousal-seeking is one such trait.
Arousal-seekers enjoy and look for high levels of
stimulation, whereas arousal-avoiders prefer lower
levels of stimulation. Thus, an arousal-avoider who
found him- or herself in a loud, bright disco with
flashing neon might show strong dislike for the environment whereas an arousal-seeker would be very
happy. In a related vein, Mehrabian (1977) proposed
that some people are better screeners of environmental
stimuli than others. Screeners of stimuli would be able
to experience high levels of stimulation, but not be
affected by it. In other words, they can ignore external environmental stimulation. Nonscreeners would
be highly affected and might exhibit extreme responses even to low levels of stimulation.
An individual's response to an environment often
depends on situational factors as well, such as his or
her plan or purpose for being in the environment
(Russell and Snodgrass 1987; Snodgrass, Russell, and
Ward 1988). Though the individual differences in personality traits are relatively stable, plans and purposes
for being in or seeking out a particular environment
may vary from day to day or hour to hour. What the
individual notices and remembers about the environment, as well has how he or she feels about it, is influenced by the purpose for being there. In a laboratory study, subjects' knowledge of environmental
details and affective response to a place were found
to be influenced by what they had planned to do while
there-wait, explore, spy, or redecorate (Ward et al.
1988).
In addition to the plan or purpose, each individual
enters an environment in a particular mood state (e.g.,
happy, depressed, lonely, anxious, excited, impatient). Such mood states are likely to affect as well as
be differentially affected by variations in physical surroundings (see Gardner 1985). A person who is feeling anxious and fatigued after a frustratingday at work
is likely to be affected differently by a highly arousing
restaurant environment than he or she would be after
a relaxing three-day weekend. Similarly, Harrell and
Hutt (1976) suggest that people who are impatient or
very time sensitive on entering a retail store are more
affected by crowding than those who are patient and
not sensitive to time factors.
What an individual expects to find in an environment also affects how the individual responds to the
place. In general, when expectations are negatively
disconfirmed, the person is likely to dislike the place.
The opposite occurs when expectations are met or when
the environment exceeds expectations. Expectations
vary across individuals on the basis of their past experiences in the environment or in similar environ-

ments, as well as what they have heard or read about
the place.
tendencies
P13: Personalitytraits(such as arousal-seeking
andabilityto screenenvironmentalstimuli)moderate
the relationshipbetween the perceivedservicescape
and internal responses.
P14: Situational factors (such as expectations, momentary
mood, plans and purposes for being in the servicescape) moderate the relationship between the perceived servicescape and internal responses.

Dimensions of the Servicescape
A complex mix of environmental features constitute
the servicescape and influence internal responses and
behaviors. Specifically, the dimensions of the physical surroundings include all of the objective physical
factors that can be controlled by the firm to enhance
(or constrain) employee and customer actions. Those
factors include an endless list of possibilities, such as
lighting, color, signage, textures, quality of materials,
style of furnishings, layout, wall decor, temperature,
and so on. On the basis of a review of diverse literatures, three composite dimensions were identified as
being particularly relevant to the present analysis:
ambient conditions, spatial layout and functionality,
and signs, symbols, and artifacts (see Figure 2). Because the base of research findings is context-specific
and therefore not easily generalized, the effect of a
single dimension on customers and employees is difficult to forecast. However, relevant dimensions of the
servicescape can be isolated and general patterns can
be explored.
Environmental psychologists contend that people
respond to their environments holistically. That is,
though individuals perceive discrete stimuli, it is the
total configuration of stimuli that determines their responses to the environment (Bell, Fisher, and Loomis
1978; Holahan 1982; Ittelson et al. 1974). Hence,
though the dimensions of the environment are defined
independently here, it is important to recognize that
they are perceived by employees and customers as a
holistic pattern of interdependent stimuli. Note in Figure 2 that the holistic pattern is reflected in the perceived servicescape construct.
P15: Customers and employees perceive the environment
holistically, as a composite of three dimensions: ambient conditions; spatial layout and functionality;signs,
symbols, and artifacts. Each dimension may affect the
overall perception independently and/or through its
interactions with the other dimensions.

Ambient Conditions
Several authors have identified ambient conditions as
a factor that affects perceptions of and human responses to the environment (Baker 1987; Baker, Berry,
and Parasuraman 1988; Becker 1981; Darley and Gil-
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bert 1985; Russell and Snodgrass 1987; Sundstrom and
Sundstrom 1986; Wineman 1982). Ambient conditions include background characteristics of the environment such as temperature, lighting, noise, music,
and scent. As a general rule, ambient conditions affect
the five senses. However, sometimes such dimensions
may be totally imperceptible (gases, chemicals, infrasound), yet may have profound effects (Russell and
Snodgrass 1987), particularlyon employees who spend
long hours in the environment.
A very limited number of empirical studies in consumer research confirm that ambient factors may influence customer responses. For example, in studies
of restaurants and supermarkets, it has been illustrated
that music tempo can affect pace of shopping, length
of stay, and amount of money spent (Milliman 1982,
1986). In another study, familiarity of music played
in a department store setting was found to affect shopper's perceptions of how long they spent shopping;
when the music was unfamiliar to subjects, they believed they had spent more time shopping (Yalch and
Spangenberg 1988). Hundreds of studies of the workplace spanning many decades have shown that lighting, temperature, noise, music, and color can all influence employee performance and job satisfaction (see
Sundstrom and Sundstrom 1986, Part II, for a review).
P,6: The effects of ambient conditions on the overall, holistic perception of the servicescape are especially noticeable when they are extreme (e.g., loud music, high
temperature), when the customer or employee spends
considerable time in the servicescape (e.g., hospital
stay vs. visit to dry cleaner), and when they conflict
with expectations (e.g., loud music in a law office).

Spatial Layout and Functionality
Because service encounter environments are purposeful environments (i.e., they exist to fulfill specific needs
of consumers, often through the successful completion of employee actions), spatial layout and functionality of the physical surroundings are particularly
important. Spatial layout refers to the ways in which
machinery, equipment, and furnishings are arranged,
the size and shape of those items, and the spatial relationships among them. Functionality refers to the
ability of the same items to facilitate performance and
the accomplishment of goals. Much of the empirical
research in organizational behavior and psychology
has illustrated effects of the spatial layout and functionality dimension, always from the employee's point
of view (for reviews, see Davis 1984; Sundstrom and
Sundstrom 1986; Wineman 1982, 1986). With the exception of some research on retail store layout, crowding (Harrell and Hutt 1976; Harrell, Hutt, and Anderson 1980; Hui and Bateson 1990, 1991), and use
of orientation aids (e.g., Levine, Marchon, and Han-
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ley 1984; Seidel 1983; Wener 1985), surprisingly little has been published about the effects of spatial layout and functionality on customers in commercial
service settings. Logic suggests that spatial layout and
functionality of the environment are highly salient to
customers in self-service environments where they must
perform on their own and cannot rely on employees
to assist them. Similarly, if the tasks to be performed
are very complex, efficiency of layout and functionality will be more important than when the tasks are
mundane or simple. When either the employees or
customers are under time pressure, they will also be
highly conscious of the relative ease with which they
can perform their tasks in the environment.
P17: The effects of spatial layout and functionality are particularly salient in self-service settings, when the tasks
to be performed are complex, and when either the
employee or customer is under time pressure.

Signs, Symbols, and Artifacts
Many items in the physical environment serve as explicit or implicit signals that communicate about the
place to its users (Becker 1977, 1981; Davis 1984;
Wener 1985; Wineman 1982). Signs displayed on the
exterior and interior of a structure are examples of explicit communicators. They can be used as labels (e.g.,
name of company, name of department), for directional purposes (e.g., entrances, exits), and to communicate rules of behavior (e.g., no smoking, children must be accompanied by an adult). Signage can
play an important part in communicating firm image.
Signs have even been found to reduce perceived
crowding and stress in a jail lobby setting (Wener and
Kaminoff 1982).
Other environmental objects may communicate less
directly than signs, giving implicit cues to users about
the meaning of the place and norms and expectations
for behavior in the place. Quality of materials used in
construction, artwork, presence of certificates and
photographs on walls, floor coverings, and personal
objects displayed in the environment can all communicate symbolic meaning and create an overall aesthetic impression. Restaurant managers, for example,
know that white table cloths and subdued lighting
symbolically convey full service and relatively high
prices, whereas counter service, plastic furnishings,
and bright lighting symbolize the opposite. In office
environments, certain cues such as desk size and
placement symbolize status and may be used to reinforce professional image (Davis 1984; McCaskey 1979;
Peters 1978; Pfeffer 1981; Sundstrom and Sundstrom
1986). Studies of faculty office design indicate that
desk placement, presence of diplomas on the wall, and
tidiness of the office can influence students' beliefs
about the person occupying the office (Campbell 1979;
Morrow and McElroy 1981). In another study of fac-

ulty offices, certainenvironmentalcues were found to
be symbolically associated with personality traits of
the faculty member believed to occupy the office
(Ward, Bitner, and Gossett 1989). Such symbolic and
aestheticcommunicationis extremelycomplex-it may
be intentionallyconveyed or it may be accidental, it
may be subject to multiple interpretations,and it may
have intended and unintendedconsequences (Becker
1977; Davis 1984).
P18: Signs, symbols, and artifacts are particularly impor-

tant in forming first impressions, for communicating
new service concepts, for repositioning a service, and
in highly competitive industries where customers are
looking for cues to differentiate the organization.

Service Typology and Environmental
Dimensions
In a classic study, Whyte (1980) observed human activity in public spaces and found that even subtle
changes in design (e.g., adding plants and flowers,
providing comfortable perches) led to a rather dramatic increase in activity and utilization. Similar results might be achieved by examining the direction
and flow of activities in a particularservicescape. For
example, changes in the layout and furnishingsof the
service facility can be made to speed the flow of transactions, encourage particularforms of interactionbetween and among customers and employees, or provide opportunitiesfor customers to linger.
The importance of particular environmental dimensions is likely to vary across the typology of service organizations(Figure 1). For example, for selfservice situations such as Ticketronfacilities, ATMs,
or Golf Land, the spatial layout and functionalitydimension of the servicescape is extremely important.
Clear directionsand simple layout aid the customerin
completing the transaction.At the other extreme, for
remote services, ambientconditions assume more importance because employees tend to spend extended
periods of time in the servicescape. Their physical
comfort (temperaturelevel, lighting) and responses to
noise level and/or music affect productivityand overall satisfaction. Ambient conditions are similarly important to employee productivity in many interpersonal service businesses such as banks, hospitals, and
hotels, but in those cases employee preferencesmust
be balanced against customer needs. These are just a
few of many possible examples.
Rather than a single element, it is ultimately the
total configurationof environmentaldimensions that
defines the servicescape.

Managerial Implications
By isolating the impact of the servicescape on both
customers and employees, the theoreticalframework

raises severalchallengingmanagerialimplications.The
overall conclusion is that throughcareful and creative
managementof the servicescape, firms may be able
to contributeto the achievementof both externalmarketing goals and internalorganizationalgoals. Many
specific implications are discussed in preceding sections; some general strategicobservationsare offered
here.
The typology of service organizationscombined
with the theoreticalframeworksuggests thatthe physical environment may assume a variety of strategic
roles in services marketingand management. First,
the servicescapeprovidesa visual metaphorfor an organization's total offering. In other words, the dimensions of the servicescapeact as a package, similar
to a product's package, by conveying a total image
and suggesting the potentialusage and relativequality
of the service (Solomon 1985). Yet, the care given to
productpackage design is commonly lacking in service "package"design. Second, the servicescapecan
assume a facilitatorrole by either aiding or hindering
the ability of customers and employees to carry out
their respective activities. The floorplan, layout of
equipment, and equipmentdesign can have a major
impact on the ability of users to complete their tasks
and achieve their service goals. As a facilitator, the
servicescapecan also encourageand nurtureparticular
forms of social interactionamong and between employees and customers. Finally, the physical environment can serve as a differentiatorin signaling the intended marketsegment, positioning the organization,
and conveying distinctivenessfrom competitors.Each
of the roles can be shaped to a significant degree to
support important services marketing and management objectives of the organization.
The typology of service organizations(Figure 1)
and the theoreticalframework(Figure2) help to direct
managersto relevantissues and questions that should
be asked in forming servicescape strategyaroundthe
basic roles. In addition,service organizationscan gain
strategic insights by examining how the servicescape
is designed and managed in other industriesthat occupy the same cell in the typology and thus sharesimilar characteristics.
To secure strategy advantages from the servicescape, the needs of ultimate users and the requirements of variousfunctionalunits mustbe incorporated
into environmental design decisions. The services
marketingmanagermust be a strong advocate for using the servicescape as an element of the organization's strategy. Yet, in most organizations,environmental managementis a separatefunction performed
by persons with titles such as "environmentalspace
manager," "facility planner,"and "facility manager"
(Becker 1981; Davis and Szigeti 1982). In many organizations, environmentaldecisions are made rou-
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tinely without much attention to the impact on employee (or consumer) behavior (Becker 1981, p. 5).
A clear implication of the conceptual framework
(Figure2) is the need for cross-functionalcooperation
in decision making about service environments. "Facility planning and management . . . is a problem-

solving activity that lies on the boundaries between
architecture,interior-spaceplanning and product design, organizational[and consumer] behavior, planning and environmentalpsychology" (Becker 1981,
p. 7). As such, decisions about the physical facility
can have an impact on human resource goals (e.g.,
workerretention,workerproductivity),operationsgoals
(e.g., efficiency, cost reduction),and marketinggoals
(e.g., consumer attraction, consumer satisfaction).
Ideally, therefore, major changes in physical design
or the planning of new environmentsshould benefit
from input from managersin all three areas, grounded
in direct input from actual users-that is, employees
and customers.

Research Implications
The conceptual framework and the servicescape typology suggest a wide range of researchpossibilities.
Given the scarcity of research reported in the consumerbehaviorand marketingliterature,there is a tremendous opportunityfor theory building, empirical
testing, developmentof bettermeasuresand methods,
andapplication/replication
of findingsfromotherfields.
2
and
the
Figure
preceding specific propositionsprovide numerousstartingpoints for research. The propositions are purposefullygeneral. Each one could be
exploredand expandedthroughempiricalresearch.For
example, given a specific commercial environment,
how does a consumer's (or employee's) purpose for
being there affect the person's response to the place?
That question addressesthe moderatingeffects of situational factors in determining environmental responses. Alternatively, one could start with a particular social interaction behavior such as teamwork
among employees and work back throughthe framework to discover the types of internalresponses and
relevant environmental dimensions that would encourage such behavior. In addition to the basic research suggested by the frameworkand propositions,
there is a need for research that will illuminate the
differential importance and differential effects of
physical surroundingsacross types of service industries such as those identified in Figure 1. Research
opportunitiesalso are availablein exploringthe ability
of the physical environmentto achieve particularobjectives of the firm, and at what cost.
In many cases, extensive work in environmental
psychology and organizational behavior (e.g., the
streamof researchby Russell and his colleagues and
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the review of workplace research by Sundstromand
Sundstrom1986) can be appliedand extendedinto the
consumer service setting. In other cases, as in the effects of the environmenton social interactionsamong
customers and employees, the fact that there is relatively little empirical work in any field to draw on
allows for true pioneeringresearchto be done.
Given the complexity of environment/behavior
relationships,a varietyof methodswill be appropriate
(see Bechtel, Marans, and Michelson 1987). Direct
observationof environmentalconditionsand customer
and employee behaviors may be most appropriatein
some cases-for example, in researchon the effect of
facility layout options on customer/employee interaction patterns.The applicationof direct observation
methods has just recently gained acceptance in the
marketingliterature(e.g., Belk, Sherry, and Wallendorf 1988; Belk, Wallendorf, and Sherry 1989), but
has not yet been applied to the observation of consumptionenvironments(for an exception, see Sherry
and McGrath 1989). Using observation methods,
trainedobserverscould make detailedaccountsof current environmentalconditions(i.e., environmentaldimensions in Figure 2) and the actualbehaviorsof the
occupants. Such observationscould be extremely detailed and useful in an applied sense in redesigninga
facility or in comparingenvironments.For theory development, direct observationcould be the source of
additionalpropositions.
Experimentalmethods and surveys also would be
appropriatefor assessing the impact of design dimensions on consumers and employees. Because of the
expense involved in constructingactualenvironments,
some form of simulatedenvironment(verbal descriptions, photos/slides, scale models, videos) could be
used in experimentalstudies(see Bechtel, Marans,and
Michelson 1987, ch. 5). The environmentalpsychology traditionhas shown that simulatedenvironments
work well in achieving generalizable results (Nasar
1989). In designingexperiments,the researchershould
recall that people perceive environmentsholistically.
It may be necessary to vary several environmentaldimensions (e.g., artifacts, layout, color, tidiness) simultaneouslyto achieve an overall perceptionof the
surroundingsthat will significantly influence behavior. User surveys are likely to be most appropriatein
assessing basic customer/employee needs and preferences prior to the design of experimental simulations, and later for postdesign evaluation.
For both experimentsand surveys, applicableresponse measures are needed. If one uses Figure 2 as
a guide, appropriatemeasures of cognitive, emotional, and physiologicalresponseto environmentsare
needed, as well as measuresof relevantindividualdifferences. Though several standardizedmeasures already are available (e.g., Lemke et al. 1979; Mc-

Kechnie 1974; Mehrabian 1977; Russell and Snodgrass
1987), most have not been applied to consumers in
commercial settings, thus opening an opportunity for
replication and assessment of generalizability. Other,
more novel approaches to measuring customer and
employee responses to environments also could be
considered. For example, Ward, Bitner, and Gossett
(1989) suggest an approach to measuring the symbolic

meaning of service environments that adapts and extends ideas from research on object meaning (Kleine
and Keran 1988; Szalay and Deese 1978).
The typology, framework, and propositions provide direction for research on a topic that is incredibly
rich, and invite application of the full range of consumer and organizational methods and theories to gain
a better understanding of its impact.

I
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